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In this paper we prove a topological finite determinacy theorem for a generic
family of germs of C vector fields at a dicritical singularity in dimension three.
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INTRODUCTION
Here we consider C vector fields X defined near a singular point which
we take as being 0 # Rn. Let k1 be the degree of the first nonzero jet of
X at 0 # Rn. Then X can be expressed near 0 # Rn as
X=Xk+Xk+1+(higher order terms).
We also suppose that 0 # Rn is an algebraically isolated singularity of X.
Depending on the first nonzero component Xk=(P1k ,..., P
n
k), the singu-
larity 0 # Rn of the vector field can be dicritical or nondicritical. If
(P1k ,..., P
n
k)=.(x1 ,..., xn) } (x1 ,..., xn), where . is a homogeneous polyno-
mial of degree k&1, then we say that 0 # Rn is dicritical; if this is not the
case then we say that 0 # Rn is nondicritical. This distinction can be seen
geometrically using the polar blow-up at 0 # Rn
,: Sn&1_R  Rn, ,( p, r)= p } r, Sn&1=[( y1 ,..., yn); y21+ } } } + y
2
n=1].
The vector field X , where ,
*
(X )=X b ,, and X =(1rs) X , will be almost
everywhere transverse to the divisor of the blow-up (the sphere Sn&1_0)
in the dicritical case, where s=k; in the nondicritical situation s=k&1,
and the sphere Sn&1_0 is invariant by X ; this means that the tangencial
component of the vector field X in the nondicritical case, becomes identi-
cally zero in the dicritical one. In this paper we consider the case n=3.
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The nondicritical case has been studied exhaustively by many authors;
related to the topological classification of these singularities we can resume
the main result as follows.
Theorem. Let X be a C r vector field r3 and Xk be its first non-
vanishing jet (kr&2). Furthermore let X be the blow-up vector field
associated with X at 0. Assume that
(1) X |S 2_[0] is MorseSmale,
(2) all singularities and period orbits of X are hyperbolic (in S2_R).
Then X is topologically equivalent to Xk near 0.
Shafer in [Sh] proved this theorem if X is a gradient vector field;
Camacho [C1] generalized this to the case where X |S 2_[0] has no periodic
orbits; Urbina et al. in [ULL] treated the case where X |S2_[0] has no
orbits connecting limit cycles of saddle type. In these three papers, the
authors also proved the stability of their vector fields inside the space of all
vector fields with jk&1 X (0)=0; in [BDS], Bonckaert et al. proved the
theorem with no restriction for periodic orbits. In [ST], [C2] it is shown
that moduli of stability appear for homogeneous vector fields with two
limit cycles of saddle type; this means, in particular, that there is no
stability for their vector fields in the general case (or in the presence of two
limit cycles).
In this paper we prove a topological finite determinacy theorem for a
generic family of germs of C vector fields at a dicritical singularity.
For the vector fields which appear in this work we are going to consider
the C topology [P,M].
We denote by Dk the space of C vector fields with a dicritical
singularity at 0 # R3, and first nonzero jet at 0 # R3 of order k1. We also
consider for every k1 the subset Xk/Dk of vector fields X such that
X # Xk if and only if: (i) Any singularity of X is hyperbolic with different
eigenvalues, (ii) the stable and unstable manifolds intersect transversely the
divisor of the blow-up; (iii) the set of tangencies TX of the vector field X
with the divisor is a submanifold of codimension 2, at each of the points
of TX , X satisfies the L-condition (see 91). In 92 we prove that,
Theorem 1. The subset Xk/Dk is open and dense.
Let us introduce the following equivalence relation in Xk : we say that
X, Y # Xk are infinitesimally (topologically) equivalent if X and Y are
topologically equivalent by a divisor preserving homeomorphism; thus,
in particular, two infinitesimally equivalent vector fields X and Y are
topologically equivalent at 0 # Rn.
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Given X # Xk the set of tangencies of X with the divisor is a curve TX .
In 91, we study the local behavior of X around points in TX . In 92 we study
the local behavior of X around its singular points. In 93 we define the phase
space of X which is characterized by the relative position of the connected
components (ovals) of TX and the distribution of the singularities of X .
Also in section 93, we prove
Theorem 2. Two elements of Xk are infinitesimally equivalent if and
only if they have isomorphic phase spaces.
As a corollary we obtain
Theorem 3. Any X # Xk is topologically equivalent to Y=Xk+Xk+1+
Xk+2 .
Instead of the polar blow-up defined above we will introduce the ‘‘direc-
tional blow-up’’ at 0 # Rn which is more convenient for computations. We
start defining the n maps ?(i): Rn  Rn, i=1,..., n. Let us consider
?(1)(t (1)1 ,..., t
(1)
n )=(x1 ,..., xn) where x1=t
(1)
1 , x2=t
(1)
2 x1 ,..., xn=t
(1)
n x1.
Clearly the lines through 0 # Rn not contained in the hyperplane (x1=0)
have as preimages by ?(1), the lines parallel to the t (1)1 -axis. Thus the hyper-
plane (t (1)1 =0) represents, through ?
(1), the set of directions through 0 # Rn
outside the plane (x1=0). In order to cover also the directions in the plane
x1=0, we introduce the maps ?(i), i{1, as follows:
{?
(i)(t (i)1 ,..., t
(i)
n )=(x1 ,..., xn)
x j=t (i)j xi if j{i and xi=t
(i)
i .
(1)
Calling Ui the copy of Rn with coordinates (t (i)1 ,..., t
(i)
n ) , ?
(i) sends
Ui "(t (i)i =0) diffeomorphically onto R
n"(xi=0). Thus we can glue Ui with
Uj by identifying points pi # Ui and pj # Uj if ?(i)( pi)=?( j)( p j). This yields
an analytic manifold B. We define ?B : B  Rn the blow-up map as
?B | Ui=?
(i) for all i. Clearly D :=? &1B (0) represents the set of directions
through 0 # Rn, thus it is the real projective (n&1)-space RPn&1. We also
have that B is a fiber space over D with fibers the inverse images by ?B of
the lines through 0 # Rn. In the local chart Ui these fibers are defined by
t(i)j =cj=constant for all j{i. Finally, ?B |B"D is an analytic diffeomor-
phism onto Rn"[0]. If n=2 it is easy to check that B is a Moebius strip
fibered over its center S1. If n=3, B is a fiber space over D=RP2. In this
case we will use the geometric interpretation of D as a hemisphere where
in the equator points are identified by the antipodal map.
It can be easily verified that the polar blow-up is in fact a double cover-
ing of the directional blow-up. In fact, S n&1_R can be covered by n charts
with coordinates ( y, r)=( y1 ,..., yn , r), y21+ } } } + y
2
n=1 and yj {0 for
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j=1,..., n. This allows us to define, for instance, 1( y1 ,..., yn , r)=
(ry1 , y2 y1 ,..., yny1) # Rn which is clearly a diffeomorphism whenever
y1{0. On the other hand, ?(1) b 1( y, r)=r } y=,( y, r) which shows that
both blow-ups have isomorphic coordinate charts. The sole difference is
that in the directional blow-up a line through 0 # Rn is represented by one
point in the divisor while in the polar blow-up the same line gives rise to
two points in the (n&1)-sphere. The directional blow-up of X at 0 # R3 will
be a one-dimensional foliation FX defined in a neighborhood of D in B.
The expression of FX is obtained in the coordinates Ui from the expression
of X by substitution of (1). Thus in the coordinates (t1 , t2 , t3)=
(t (3)1 , t
(3)
2 , t
(3)
3 ) in U3 , FX is given by the vector field X =(t* 1 , t* 2 , t* 3) where
t* i=P ik+1(t1 , t2 , 1)&ti P
3
k+1(t1 , t2 , 1)
+t3 (P ik+2(t1 , t2 , 1)&ti P
3
k+2(t1 , t2 , 1))+ } } } i=1, 2
t* 3=P3k(t1 , t2 , 1)+t3 P
3
k+1(t1 , t2 , 1)+ } } } .
We have similar expressions in the other charts.
For simplicity of notation we will denote the blow-up of X by X when-
ever the chart is clearly chosen.
1. THE SET OF TANGENCIES AT REGULAR POINTS OF FX
Let p # D be a point where FX is regular. Then FX can be straightened
out in a neighborhood V of p through a diffeomorphism &: V  R3. This
diffeomorphism maps the manifold D & V to a surface S=&(D & V) in
R3. We consider the map :=; b &&1: &(V)  R where ;(t1 , t2 , t3)=t3 ; it is
clear that generically ; has 0 # R as a regular value.
Given X =X 1(t1)+X 2(t2)+X 3 (t3), we define X ;=X 1(;t1)
+ } } } +X 3(;t3) and X s;, s0, is defined inductively by X (X s&1 ;).
Definition 1. We say that X satisfies the L condition if the following
maps,
8s=(;, X ;,..., X s&1;): R3  Rs , 1s3,
have maximum rank.
Lemma 1. The set 1L of vector fields in Dk satisfying condition L is
open and dense.
Proof. It is clear that 1L is an open set. Let us prove the density. By
hypothesis ; has maximum rank. Now, let us prove that generically the
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map 82=(;, X ;): R3  R2 has maximum rank; in this case it is enough to
prove that,
X ;
t1
{0 or
X ;
t2
{0.
Take X # Dk . By definition X ;=0=P3k(t1 , t2 , 1). Let us suppose that
there is p # (X ;=0), p=(0, 0, 0), such that {X ;( p)=09 . We have two
possibilities:
(i) If this point p # (X ;=0) is not a self-intersection point of
(X ;=0), then take X= X+=(ax1+bx2) xk&23 (x1 , x2 , x3) for =>0 small,
a, b{0. The blow-up of X= will be X == X +=(0, 0, at1+bt2) X =;=X ;
+=(at1+bt2). Then, in a neighborhood V of p
{X =;={X ;+(=a, =b, 0){09
for generic values of =, a, b.
(ii) If p # (X ;=0) is a degenerate self-intersection point of (X ;=0),
then take
X= X+=(ax21+bx
2
2) x
k&3
3 (x1 , x2 , x3), =>0, a, b{0.
The blow-up of X= will be
X = X +=(0, 0, at21+bt
2
2)
X =;=X ;+=(at21+bt
2
2).
For generic values for =, a, b we have that p is now a nondegenerated point
for X = ;=z.
By Morse Theorem, there is a change of coordinates such that X = ;=
:t21\;t
2
2 , in a neighborhood of p.
Now take X$=X=+ $(x1xk&13 , x2x
k&1
3 , x
k
3) ${0 small
X $=X = +$(0, 0, 1)
and X $;=X = ;+$.
It is clear that X $ ; does not have self-intersection in a neighborhood of
p. So, (i) and (ii) show us that generically {X ;{09 .
This proves that 82=(;, X ;) has maximum rank.
The next step is prove that 83=(;, X ;, X 2;): R3  R3 has maximum
rank.
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83 has maximum rank  det _
X ;
t1
X ;
t2
X 2;
t1
X 2;
t2 & {0.
By hypothesis we can suppose that X ;t1{0. By definition X 2;=
3i=1 X i(X ;t i)=(X , {X ;).
Take p # , &13 (0), so X
2;( p)=0, X {0.
Without loss of generality we can assume p=(0, 0, 0), X ( p)=(0, 1, 0),
{X ;( p)=(1, 0, 0).
Now, if X 2;t2( p)=0, take, X$ close enough to X such that X$=
X+($ x2xk3 , 0, 0), $>0 small. The blow-up of X$ will be X $=X +
($ t2 , 0, 0), which implies that X 2$ ;( p)=(X $ , {$ ;)( p)=0 and
X 2$ ;
t2
=\ t2 _(X 1+$t2)
X ;
t1 &
+

t2 _X 2
X ;
t2 &+

t2 _X 3
X ;
t3 &+( p)
=$
X ;
t1
( p)+\$t2 
2X ;
t1t2 + ( p)+
X 2;
t2
( p)
=$
X ;
t1
( p){0.
It follows immediately that 83 has maximum rank.
This finishes the proof. K
Definition 2. Let ; be the function above defined and X # 1L . For s a
non-negative integer, we define the s&1th order tangency set, by
1s&1(X )=[ p # R3|;( p)=(X ;)( p)= } } } =(X s&1;)( p)=0, (X s;)( p){0].
By the above definition, we have
11(X )=[ p # [t3=0] | X ;( p)=0, X 2;( p){0]
=[ p # [t3=0] | P3k (t1 , t2 , 1)=0 and ( (t* 1 , t* 2 , 0) } grad P
3
k ){0]
12(X )=[ p # [t3=0] | P3k (t1 , t2 , 1)=0 and X ( p) is tangent
to the curve P3k (t1 , t2 , 1)=0].
11(X ) is a differential manifold of codimension 2 in R3, and 12(X ) is a
finite number of isolated points. So the tangency set TX contains the union
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in [t3=0] of manifolds of codimensions 2 and 3, where the contact order
is 1 and 2, respectively.
Let us describe the local structure around these points in TX . In order
to do that we need some well known results; let us start with the Prepara-
tion Theorem of Malgrange-Mather.
Proposition (Preparation Theorem). If V is an open neighborhood of
(0, 0) # R_R2 and f # C(V, R), such that rftr(0, 0)=0, 0rs&1,
t # R, f sts(0, 0){0 then there exist an open interval J containing 0 # R,
an open n-ball B containing 0 # R2, a neighborhood U of f in C (V, R)
and continuous maps
Q: U  C(J_B, R)
Hj: U  C(B, R) j=1,..., s
such that J_B is contained in V and such that for g # U and (t, p) # J
_B/R_R2
(a) Q(g)(t, p){0
(b) g(t, p)=Q(g)(t, p)[ts+sj=2 Hj (g)( p) t
j&2]
The following Theorem A was proved independently by Percell [P] and
Sotomayor [S]:
Theorem A. With the hypothesis of the above Preparation Theorem if
p0 # 1s&1(X ), 1s3, then there is a neighborhood V of p0 # R3 and a
homeomorphism &: V  R3 such that
&(t1 , t2 , t3)=\t1 , \\ts3+ :
s
j=2
t j t j&21 +, t3+, 1s3.
We also have D&(t1 , t2 , t3)(X )=t3 and S=&([t3=0]) is given by the
set of points where ts3+
s&1
j=2 tj t
j&2
1 =0.
Theorem A gives the manifold S and the tangency curve &(TX):
v if p0 # 10(X ) then the manifold S is given by S: [t3=0];
v if p0 # 11(X ) then S: [t23+t2=0)]; finally
v if p0 # 12(X ) then S: [t33+t2+t3 } t1=0].
So, generically we have as the manifold S a plane (there are no tangency
points for X ), a fold (all the tangencies are of contact order 1), and the
Whitney Surface (the contact points are of order 2 and 1) (See Fig. 1).
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FIGURE 1
So it follows immediately that two foliations in neighborhoods of regular
points with the same contact order, are topologically equivalent.
2. THE SET OF TANGENCIES AT SINGULARITIES OF FX
Considering the expression of X given in the Introduction, we have that
the singularities of FX are the points (t10 , t20 , 0), where
{P
i
k+1(t10 , t20 , 1)=t10P
3
k+1(t10 , t20 , 1), i=1, 2
P3k(t10 , t20 , 1)=0
(2)
As the singular set of FX , Sing FX , is defined by the intersections of 3
algebraic manifolds of codimension 2, we can afirm that:
10=[X # Dk such that *Sing Fx<], is open and dense in Dk .
If p=(t10 , t20 , 1) is a singularity of X then by (2), P3k( p)=0. This means
that Sing FX is contained in P3k(t1 , t2 , 1)=0. Generically (Lemma 1), P
3
k
(t1 , t2 , 1)=0 is a non singular curve, and as we have observed above, has
a finite number of singularities; the remaining points of P3k(t1 , t2 , 1)=0 are
regular points of contact order 1 and 2. If we consider the singularities as
points of contact order infinity, then from now on TX=[P3k(t1 , t2 , 1)=0]
is the tangent set of X a closed, non singular set contained in D.
Lemma 2. There is an open and dense set 1 in Dk such that if X # 1
then FX has all singularities hyperbolic.
Proof. We define 1=[X # 10 such that all singularities of FX are
hyperbolic]. It is easy to see that 1 is an open, non empty set in 10 . Now
let us prove that 1 is dense in 10 . Take FX # 10 with Sing X =
[ p1 , p2 ,..., pr] as its singular set.
By a linear change of coordinates we can suppose that p1=(0, 0, 0). The
vector field Y1=X++1(2x1xk3 , 2x2 x
k
3 , x
k+1
3 ), for a convenient and small
enough value of +1 , satisfies that, DY ( p1)=DX ( p1)++1I, is hyperbolic. So
p1 is an hyperbolic singularity of FY1 .
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The foliation FY1 , has p$2 as a singularity in a neighborhood of p2 ; by
a linear change of coordinates we can suppose that p$2=(0, 0, 0); so the
vector field Y2=Y1++2(2x1xk3 , 2x2x
k
3 , x
k+1
3 ) is such that DY 2( p$2)=
DY 1( p$2)++2 I, is an hyperbolic matrix for +2>0, small enough, and also
preserving the hyperbolicity of p1 . We repeat this process with all the
remaining singularities [ p3 , p4 ,..., pr] until we have Yr # 1 and sufficiently
close to X. This finishes the proof. K
Lemma 3. Generically, for vector fields X # 1/Dk, the stable and
unstable manifold of X at a singularity, intersect the divisor D=[t3=0]
transversally.
Proof. Consider X # 1, and p a singularity of X ; we can suppose by a
linear change of coordinates that p=(0, 0, 0). If the stable (or unstable)
manifold of X at p is tangent to D then
a13
DX p=_ A a23 &0 a32 a33
where A is a 2_2 matrix, A{[0], a33{0, a32 # R.
We are going to prove that generically we have
a13
DX p=_ A a23& , a31{0 and a32{0.a31 a32 a33
So, given X, take X= X+=xk&23 (b1 x1+b2x2)(x1 , x2 , x3), b1{0 and
b2{0, =>0 small enough; the blow up of X= will be
X = X +=(0, 0, b1 t1+b2 t2)
and
a13
DX =p=_ A a23& .=b1 a32+=b2 a33
This finishes the proof. K
Lemma 4. Generically the curve of tangencies TX is transversal to the
stable (W s( p)) or unstable (Wu( p)) manifold, at p.
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Proof. We can suppose that dim W s( p)=2. The intersection of W s( p)
with D is a curve # through the singular point p=(0, 0, 0); as we are
considering the behavior of the vector field X in a neighborhood of S2,
then we can suppose that the intersections of the stable or unstable
manifolds with the line of tangencies only occur at singular points.
Without loss of generality we can suppose that #$( p)=(1, 0, 0). Let us
suppose that [P3k=0] is tangent to # at p; this means that
(1, 0, 0), \P
3
k
t1
,
P3k
t2
, 0+} (0, 0, 0)=
P3k
t1 } (0, 0)=0.
So, take the vector field X= # 1, defined by
X= X+=(x21x
k&2
3 , x1x2 x
k&2
3 , x1x
k&1
3 ), =>0 small enough.
The blow-up of X= will be
X = X +=(0, 0, t1), and the singular point still is p=(0,0,0)
The intersection of the stable manifold of X = at p with the divisor D is
#= where #$= (a, b, 0),
a&1
b&0
.
The tangency curve of X = is now [P3k+=t1=0]. So
(#$= , grad(P3k+=t1)) } (0, 0, 0)
=(a, b, 0), (P
3
k+=t1)
t1
,
(P3k+=t1)
t2
, 0} (0, 0, 0)
=(a, b, 0), \=, P
3
k
t2
(0, 0, 0)+
==a+b
P3k
t2
}
We have two possibilities.
(i) If P3k  t2| (0, 0)=0 then (#$= , grad(P
3
k+=t1)) ==a{0;
(ii) If P3k  t2| (0, 0){0 then, as it does not depend on =, we can
choose = so that a=+b(P3k  t2){0.
This finishes the proof. K
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Theorem 1. The subset Xk/Dk is open and dense.
Proof. Follows immediately from Lemmas 14. K
3. THE PROOFS OF THEOREMS 2 AND 3
We proceed to define the phase space of a vector field X # Dk . The polar
blow-up at 0 # R3 gives rise to the vector field X which is tangent to the
divisor S 2_0 along the curve TX . Write 4X=(*j) j to denote the set of con-
nected components (ovals) of TX . Since TX contains the singular set of X
we associate to each singular point its index defined as the dimension of its
stable manifold. On the other hand, we can introduce a partial order in 4X
as follows. We fix a point pX # S2_0"TX . Each * j # 4X bounds a disc
2j/S2_0"[ pX], then we say that *j<*k if 2j/2k . Notice that the
partial order depends on the choice of pX .
The phase space of X is the collection 4X of ovals, moreover in each oval
we distinguish the set of singularities of X with their indices, and the points
of contact order 2. We say that the phase spaces 4X=(*j) j # J and 4Y=
(+l)l # L are isomorphic if there are partial orders in 4X and 4Y and a bijec-
tion _: J  L such that the induced map *j [ +_( j) is order preserving.
Moreover for each j # J there is a homeomorphism hj: *j  +_( j) sending
singularities of X to singularities of Y (preserving their indices), and points
of contact order 2 of X to points of contact order 2 of Y .
We consider X and Y two vector fields in Dk with isomorphic phase
spaces. In order to prove that X and Y are infinitesimally equivalent we
start by proving below (Propositions 1 and 2) that X and Y are topologi-
cally equivalent around its singularities. Before that we need a local lemma.
Consider a singular point 0 # R3 of a C local vector field Z such that
DZ(0) is hyperbolic of saddle type. Suppose that dim W sZ(0)=2 and
0 # Bs/W sZ(0), 0 # B
u/W uZ(0) be disc neighborhoods of 0 # R
3 such that
Bs is transverse to Z. Let 7 sZ , 7
u
Z be cross sections to Z such that
7sZ & W
s
Z(0)=B
s and 7uZ & W
u
Z(0)=B
u. Assume that 7sZ _ 7
u
Z is the
boundary of a neighborhood NZ of 0 # R
3 such that for any point
q0 # 7sZ "B
s its positive orbit intersects 7uZ in exactly one point q1 # 7
u
Z and
the segment of orbit between q0 and q1 is contained in NZ . We suppose
also that 7sZ & 7
u
Z is a union of two smooth curves and fix a subset
TZ/7sZ & 7
u
Z .
Let W be another vector field with singularity 0 # R3, of saddle type with
dim W(0)=2 and cross sections 7sW , 7
u
W defined as for Z.
Lemma 5. Suppose there is a homeomorphism h: 7sZ  7
s
W such
that h(BsZ)=B
s
W and h(TZ)=TW . Then there is a homeomorphism
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H: N Z  NW such that H sends orbits of Z to orbits of W, H(7uZ)=7
u
W ,
and H| 7 sZ=h.
Corollary. Suppose there is a homeomorphism h: 7sZ  7
s
W such that
h(BsZ)=B
s
W , then there is a homeomorphism H: NZ  NW , where
0 # NZ , 0 # NW are neighborhoods, such that H sends orbits of Z in NZ to
orbits of W in NW and H|7 sZ=h.
Proof of Lemma 5. was shown in [C1], Lemma 1, that there is a
Morse-function fZ : UZ  R, f (0)=0, defined in a connected neighborhood
UZ of 0 # R3 with a singularity at 0 # R3 such that the level surfaces of fZ
are transverse to Z at any point in UZ "[0] (See Fig. 2).
We can assume (1) that UZ is an invariant subset of Z|NZ , (2) that
U Z & 7sZ#BsZ is a connected neighborhood of BsZ/7sZ and it is a level
surface of fZ at level &1, and finally (3) that U Z & 7uZ#BuZ is a connected
neighborhood of BuZ/7
u
Z and it is a level surface of fZ at level 1. Thus
the level surfaces of fZ and the orbits of Z|UZ form a system of coordinates.
The extension of h to a homeomorphism H: UZ  UW is obtained as in
[C1] Lemma 2, by just preserving these systems of coordinates, i.e. for any
p # UZ"W uZ , there is a unique choice of z # f
&1
Z (&1) and &1t1 such
that p=OZ (z) & f &1Z (t). Then H( p) :=OW (h(z)) & f
&1
W (t). Clearly H is a
conjugacy. The extension of H to NZ "UZ is trivial as in this region the
vector field Z is regular. K
Suppose p # D is a singular point of X , such that
(i) DX ( p) is hyperbolic of saddle type and if all the eigenvalues are
real then they are distinct.
FIGURE 2
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(ii) The stable and unstable manifolds of p # D by X intersect trans-
versely with D.
(iii) The curve of tangencies p # TX/D intersects the stable and
unstable manifold of X transversaly at p # D, and X satisfies the L property
at p # D.
Let Y be another vector field satisfying (i)(iii) at p # D.
Proposition 1. There is a topological equivalence between X and Y in
a neighborhood of p # D such that it preserves D and sends TX to TY .
(I) We first consider the case that dim W s( p)=2, corresponding
to two nonreal eigenvalues of DX ( p) with negative real part. Thus we can
find a system of coordinates (x1 , x2 , x3) around p, such that x j ( p)=0,
j=1, 2, 3 and where X is expressed by
x* 1=&:x1+;x2+ } } }
x* 2=&;x1&:x2+ } } }
x* 3=*x3(1+ } } } ) :, ;, *>0.
The nonorientable blow up at this singularity yields a line field (or folia-
tion) LX (see Fig. 3). The divisor of this blow up is a real projective plane
P. The foliation LX leaves P invariant, has only one singular point q,
corresponding to the blow up of the direction of the invariant X -axis.
Around q, there are coordinates (s1 , s2 , x3) and the blow up map, is given
by ?(s1 , s2 , x3)=(x1 , x2 , x3), x1=s1 x3 , x2=s2x3 . Thus s1(q)=s2(q)=
x3(q)=0 and LX is given by
s* 1=&(:+*) s1+;s2+ } } }
s* 2=&;s1&(:+*) s2+ } } }
x* 3=*x3(1+ } } } ).
The foliation LX has only one compact leaf # corresponding to the set of
directions in the horizontal X -invariant plane (x3=0). The Poincare map
of this closed leaf # is saddle type given by Fig. 3.
The strict transform of W sX ( p) by ? is the stable manifold of # by LX ;
topologically it is a Moebius strip. Similarly the strict transform of D is
also a Moebius strip (denoted by D) and containing the strict transform of
TX (denoted TX).
We write t0=TX & P and d=D & #. We proceed to define a fibration by
2-dimensional discs based on # as follows. Choose an orientation for LX |P
such that q becomes an attractor of LX |P .
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FIGURE 3
Let t0 , t&1 , t&2 } } } the successive points of intersection with D of the
orbit of LX |P passing through t0 and with decreasing time (Fig. 4).
(1) The fiber Fd (or F Xd ) over d # # is the subset of D, such Fd & P=
the segment of D & P passing through t0 and t&2 containing d. We assume
also that TX/Fd (Fig. 3).
(2) NX=e # # Fe is a neighborhood of #.
(3) Each Fe is transverse to #.
(4) e # # Fe & P is a neighborhood of # in P whose boundary is the
union of the segment of the orbit of LX |P between t0 and t&2 and the
segment of D & P between t0 and t&2 not containing d # #.
We denote f# : Fd  Fd (or f#: F Xd  F
X
d ) the Poincare map of #.
Suppose now that we have another vector field Y whose blow-up Y
yields the same phase space at some singular point pY . Then a conjugacy
h: F Xd  F
Y
d between the Poincare maps f
X
# and f
Y
# can be extended to a
topological equivalence h: NX  NY between the foliations LX and LY , by
just preserving the above fibrations. In fact, given any point a # NX , then
a=Fe & OXr(a, na) where r(a, na) is the point in the fundamental domain
of f X# such that OXr(a, na)=OX a and na is the number of times the positive
orbit of a touches Fe before it arrives to r(a, na). Then h(a) is the point in
OY (h(r(a, na))) & Fe whose positive orbit touches Fe , na times before it gets
to h(r(a, na)). This clearly extends as a homeomorphism h from NX to NY .
We extend h to the region over the subset R bounded by the positive
orbit of LX between t&2 and t&1 and the piece of L between t&2 and t &1
containing t0. The flow LX over R is trivial and so h can be extended,
preserving D (Fig. 4).
It only remains to extend h over the region S (see Fig. 4), to a
neighborhood NX of q; however as here we are in the situation of Lemma 5
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we use this lemma in order to extend h to a neighborhood of q; this finishes
the proof, in the case we have two nonreal eigenvalues.
(II) Suppose now that dim WsX ( p)=2 corresponding to two dif-
ferent negative eigenvalues &*1, &*2 with *1>*2>0. The nonorientable
blow-up at p yields a real 1-dimensional foliation FX as before. The eigen-
value distribution in the phase spaces of X and FX is given in Fig. 5.
We remark that the divisor P is a projective real 2-space, thus it can be
represented, as in the figure 5, as a hemisphere where in the boundary we
consider identified those points which are antipodal. Thus the preimage of
FIGURE 5
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WsX ( p) by ? is a Moebius strip and so it is the preimage by ? of D (also
denoted by D).
Suppose now that we have another vector field Y whose blow-up at a
singularity pY yields a foliation FY with the same phase-space configuration
as that of FX . We proceed to construct a topological equivalence between
FX and FY that preserves D and sends TX onto TY . First we notice that
all singularities qj j=1, 2, 3 of FX are of the type considered in Lemma 5,
i.e. saddle type with one of the invariant manifolds of dimension one. Thus
our procedure will be to construct the equivalence using this lemma
repeatedly. We start by taking a 2-dimensional cross section 7X (3) to the
stable manifold of FX at q3 , containing TX , such that 7$X (3)=7X (3) & P is
the boundary of a 2-disk D3 containing q3 (see Fig. 6).
We construct now a 2-dimensional cross section 7X (1) to the unstable
manifold of FX at q1, containing TX , which is a union of four smooth sec-
tions. The first one is the part of D over D & P"D3 ; the second is a section
S over the segment s/P as in the figure and the last two are contained in
7$X (3) over the segments u1, u2 in the figure. Finally 7X (2) is a cross
section to the stable manifold of FX at q2 . It consists of S, the part of D
over D & P"D3 , and a section V as in figure 5.
Given a homeomorphism h: 7X (2)  7Y (2) sending WsX (q2) to W
s
Y (q2)
we can extend it (by Lemma 5) to an equivalence between FX and FY
in a neighborhood ’2 of q2 in such a way that h(7X ( j) & ’2 )=7Y ( j) &
’2 j=1, 2. Then h extends to a homeomorphism of 7X ( j) to 7Y ( j)
j=1, 3. This (again by Lemma 5) allows to extend h to an equivalence
between FX and FY preserving D in a neighborhood of q1 and q3 .
This finishes the proof in the case where we have two different negative
eigenvalues. K
FIGURE 6
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Proposition 2. A singularity p # D of X , such that DX ( p) is hyperbolic
attractor (or repellor), with eigenvalues distinct if they are real, is struc-
turally stable.
Proof. (I) The case corresponding to two nonreal eigenvalues is
analogous to case (I) in Proposition 1.
(II) Consider now the case where the eigenvalues are real, negative
and distinct. The nonorientable blow-up at p yields a real 1-dimensional
foliation FX as before; the phase-spaces of X and FX are similar to the one,
given in Fig. 5.
Suppose that we have another vector field Y whose blow-up at a
singularity pY yields a foliation FY with the same phase-space configuration
as that of FX . We construct a topological equivalence between FX and FY
that preserves D and sends TX onto TY . We notice that in this case, q1 and
q2 are of saddle type and q3 is an attractor.
We proceed as in case (II) of Proposition 1: The same 2-dimensional
cross section for qj j=1, 2, 3, and analogous homeomorphism h is defined
in these cross sections.
To extend h to the entire region we proceed as in Proposition 1: We use
Lemma 5 to define the equivalence in neighborhoods of q1 and q2 ; the
Corollary to Lemma 5 is then used in the neighborhood of q3 .
This finishes the proof in the case with real eigenvalues. K
Proof of Theorem 2. Suppose that X and Y have isomorphic phase
spaces. Given an oval *j , j # J associated to it we have singularities pX and
points qX of 12(X ); in order to prove the Theorem we start by constructing
the homeomorphism in the neighborhood of singularities using for that
Propositions 1 and 2. So the homeomorphism is defined from neighbor-
hoods of singularities of X to neighborhood of singularities of Y. In
neighborhood of points qX # 12(X ) and qY # 12(Y ), we use Theorem A to
define the homeomorphism. So we are in the situation that the homeomor-
phism is defined in neighborhoods of a finite number of points of *j , j # J.
The remaining points of *j , j # J are points of 11(X ): here we can define the
homeomorphism at one side L/D of TX ; each solution through points
p # L will intersect the other side L /D in only one point p~ . So the homeo-
morphism is also defined in L ; then we extend the homeomorphism in this
neighborhod by length of arc. In the remaining points the vector field is
transversal to the divisor so we define the homeomorphism in these points
of D arbitrarily and extend it by length of arc to points in the neighbor-
hood.
This finishes the proof of Theorem 2.
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Theorem 3 is a Corollary of Theorem 2. As X=Xk+ } } } # Xk and Y=
Xk+Xk+1+Xk+2 then they have isomorphic phase spaces. We remark
that we need the (k+2)-jet in order to be sure that the singularities are
hyperbolic; if X has no singularities then the (k+1)-jet is enough to have
that X is topologically equivalent to Y. So Theorem 3 follows from
Theorem 2. K
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